
An explosive board game for 2 players by
Steve and Will Erickson

OVERVIEW

You have just  discovered an abandoned gold mine.
But  no  secret  stays  safe  for  long,  and  before  you
know it,  your  longtime,  no-good,  claim-jumping rival
has sent in his own mining crew to dig out the buried
gold for himself.  His miners even help themselves to
your dynamite, and now there are only three barrels of
the  stuff  left.   Everything  depends  on  your  cleverly
using the rusty old elevator (what’s left of it) to send
those  barrels  up and  down the seven  levels  of  the
mine, just at the right times, so that  your  miners, not
his, will be the ones who blast their way to paydirt.

MATERIALS

- 3 barrels of dynamite (red, black, and blue) 
- 12 standard dice (4 of each color)
- 30 gold nuggets
- Gameboard:  a gold mine with 7 levels (with the
topmost level worth 1 point, the next one 2 points and
so on).
- Game case

SETUP

Roll all 12 dice and group them by colour outside the
mine (i.e., off the gameboard).  They will not be rolled
again.   The barrels begin outside the mine as well.
Scatter the gold nuggets along the edges of the mine,
and decide who will take the first turn.

Setup example

GOAL

Collect more gold nuggets than your opponent!  The
deeper the level,  the more gold there is to find, but
keep  in  mind,  neither  of  you  controls  any  of  the
dynamite barrels.  The (ancient and failing) elevator is
the only thing you  do  control  … kind of.   It’s  got  a
dozen  trips  left  in  it,  at  best,  and  they’re  not  very
smooth trips; in fact,  it  only travels in abrupt jumps,
shown by the 12 dice,  bypassing bunches of  levels
along its madcap route.  And so it’s those dice that tell
you everything you need to know to win; if you play
them right, then the mine and its gold will be yours.

HOW TO PLAY

On your turn, you choose one die, and then send the
corresponding  barrel  either  up or  down so  that  it
stops on a  different level.  Discard that die into the
game case, and now your opponent takes his turn.

Example: if you choose a red “4,” then you send the
red barrel either up 4 levels or down 4 levels.  (If the
red barrel is not yet inside the mine, then your only

choice is to place it on Level 4; from now on, it can be
sent either up or down.) 

Very  important:  It  takes  time  to  (safely)  unload
dynamite, and so  whenever possible, you must NOT
choose the same barrel your opponent chose in the
previous turn.  This rule is the impetus behind most of
the tactics in Madcap.
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Since  this  elevator  can’t  cut  a  trip  short,  it  will
“bounce” back if you send it beyond Level 1 or Level
7.  

Example: if you send a barrel on Level 6 down by 5, it
goes down to 7, back up to 6, to 5, to 4, and stops on
Level 3.  (Sending it up by 5 would have stopped it on

Level 1, as expected.) 

Because you must send the barrel to a different level,
you will sometimes have only one option for a certain
die.  Example: if the black barrel is on Level 5 and you
choose a  black  “4,”  your only option is to send the
barrel  up,  because  sending  it  down 4  levels  would
bounce it back to Level 5.

EXPLOSIONS

If  the barrel you send stops on a level with another
barrel, then your crew there has enough dynamite to
set  off  an  explosion  on  that  level:  before  your  turn
ends (but after the dust settles), you collect the gold
which  your  explosion  has  uncovered!   The  Level
Number tells you how many gold nuggets to collect for
your pile; so if the red barrel is on Level 4, and you
send  the  black barrel  to  Level  4,  then  BOOM! you
collect 4 gold nuggets.

Example of explosion. The player collects 4 gold
nuggets.

Even better, if you send a barrel to a level with BOTH
other barrels on it, then this bigger explosion uncovers
twice as much gold!  Example: if the  black  and  blue
barrels are on Level 7, and you send the red barrel to
Level 7 as well, then BOOM-BOOM! you collect 14 gold
nuggets.

END OF THE GAME

Since one die  is  discarded every turn,  the game is
over  after  exactly  12  turns,  6  for  each  player.
Whoever  has  collected  more  gold  nuggets  is  the
winner.  You may also want to play a match, up to a
certain number of games or a certain number of gold
nuggets.
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